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Photo: 50statesclassifieds.com What difference can the right tool or device have! For example, we were late when we arrived at the pressure washer party, but now that we have stained the bar we have an explosion... Water. Last year's purchase of a high-pressure washer has made our lives so much easier, in so many ways and in so many places. But, of
course, the start to the joys of pressure washers began with a problem: we had some outdoor carpets that were turning green from algae growth, and none of our usual cleaning methods eliminate discoloration, especially in bandages. We tried to use a high-powered nozzle in a standard garden hose, tried various spray cleaners and commercial spot
removers, and even brought out our reliable carpet steamer – all for nothing. Some of our friends suggested we try to use their pressure washer, and voila: stains removed, outdoor carpets saved! We immediately started looking for our own high-pressure washer (also known as a power washer), shopping at major home improvement shops, hardware stores
and garden centres. We found that there are countless models to choose from, at prices ranging from $200 to $2,000. High-pressure washers are classified according to the water pressure they produce. Most standard garden hoses produce between 40 and 60 kilos per square intin (PSI), while high-pressure washers produce between 1,400 and 4,000 PSI.
The high-pressure washer takes the water from the garden hose and pressurises it through a small high pressure nozzle, creating a supercharged jet of water that can be used alone or connected to a cleaner. Sears Craftsman 1700 PSI 1.3 GPM Electric high-pressure washer with steam cleaner Some pressure washers are typically divided into three
classifications:The PSI for light pressure washers is more than that. Medium pressure washers produce between 2,000 and 3,000 PSI and can be used to remove grease and dirt from concrete, pavements, decks and siding roads. Heavy pressure washers produce 3,000 PSI or more and can be used to clean large areas quickly, remove stubborn stains or
rust patches, or remove paint. There are also various commercial pressure washers on the market, but if you have such a wide job, you'd probably be better off calling a professional pressure wash service. Another key factor in choosing a high-pressure washer is how much water it puts out, known as flow rate and expressed in gallons per minute (GPM).
The higher the flow rate, the faster the high-pressure washer cleans the area. Pressure washers in most residential buildings have a flow rate of 2-4 GPM. Interestingly, using a high-pressure washer can actually save a lot of money when using water. Garden hose running at 60 PSI uses about 900 gallons per hour, while pressure Operating 1,400 PSI only
uses about 100 gallons per hour. Karcher G2600 XC 2600 PSI Gas-powered high-pressure washers Light-powered high-pressure washers are typically electric; heavy pressure washers are gas-powered. We opted for an electric, medium-powered high-pressure washer with a PSI of PSI 2,000 PSI because we thought it would be the most versatile for home
and garden use, and we've been pretty pleased with our choice. We have used a high-pressure washer to clean the lid, including railings and stairs; stubborn stains are removed from the driveway; clean walls and brick walls; clean and rinse the gutters; and clean our cars, bikes, lawn mowers, snow blowers and lawn furniture. The high-pressure washer even
removed the fried fats from the cast iron grating on our grill. And of course, whenever those outdoor rugs start to look a little dingy, we bring out a reliable pressure washer. My only regret is that we didn't buy it before! Whether you buy your own high-pressure washer or rent it from a local hardware store, it is undeniably a powerful tool for removing built dirt
and algae on the exterior and exteriors of your home. However, before using a high-pressure washer, always read the instructions carefully and use a suitable nozzle for the work at hand. Are you ready to blow up the debris? Here are eight of the best things to clean with a high-pressure washer. Related: Best pressure washers for outdoor cleaning If the vinyl
track looks discoloured or downright dingy, a good pressure wash session is in order. Just make sure that you adjust the pressure washer to a smaller psi (pound force in square inch) so that the siding is not accidentally damaged. You can also use a high-pressure wash or an aluminium siding, but keep the pressure low to avoid chipping the aluminium siding
or shrapnel or chipping paint.  Related: How: Pressure Wash a House Sticky shoes, pounding rain, dripping car fluids and dust kicked out of nearby driveways can leave the driveway dirty and specked, and over time can really weaken the surface. To get rid of accumulated dirt and oil, start pressurized at the top of the driveway and work down the apron. 
Related: 8 mistakes Most people make with a power washing machine Even if you don't constantly tinker in your garage, it's likely that its floor will be spotted with oil stains and dirt that have built over the years. Give the floor a good cleaning using a high-pressure washer with a low setting to use the degreasing solution. Allow the solution to sit for a few
minutes (check the manufacturer's instructions), then switch to a higher position and rinse it off. Has dirt, dust and debris reduced the appeal of the lid? Pressure wash can bring it back to life. Use a high-pressure washer with a relatively low setting (500-1200 psi depending on the type of wood) so as not to damage Surface. Related: 6 Simple steps to a
refreshed deck An attractive wooden or vinyl fence can really strengthen the appeal of your home's sidewalk, but as years pile up, that fence can collect a fair amount of mud, mold and algae. Whether you're going to be on the market with your house or just want to make a spring spruce, a pressure wash can take years for the fence to look. Use a lower
setting for softer forests to avoid decomposition and other damage; deciduous trees and vinyl can withstand more pressure. If you don't have room to store outdoor furniture in a garage or warehouse over winter, in spring it certainly looks a little rough. Before the barbecue season starts, refresh the terrace furniture with a low setting – and make sure you first
test a small, discreet area to make sure you don't damage the surface. All those scraps of meat, past vegetables and other smelly garbage can really smell like your garbage cans. Although this task tempts you to sever, you will eventually have to give them a good cleaning. Make your work quickly by using a high-pressure washer – preferably with a wash
brush attachment – with a low setting to apply the detergent, then rinse it off. Related: 9 little tricks to eliminate trash day Fewer chores, algae and dirt can make your once neat garden paths look less inviting. Before spraying them off with a high-pressure washer, protect nearby plants with tarpaulin or other concealer. Blow up dirt and dirt with a high-pressure
washer. You want a cleaner, a cleaner, a more organized home? Sign up for the Clean Sweep newsletter for weekly tips, tools, and bright ideas to maximize your next cleanup session. Amazon If you've ever watched one of those viral videos of someone steaming the cleaning of the tiled floor, you know how satisfying it is to watch something go from stained
to flawless in just seconds. Nothing beats a pressure washer that gives you the same sense of satisfaction in your own space. The high-pressure washer is a really excellent device, says Dan DiClerico, Home Advisor's home expert. It is one of the most valuable power tools for homeowners. Why? The machine safely removes ugly dirt and debris from
several surfaces – moulded decks, fences, outdoor furniture and unders surface; oil-stained driveways; and even muddy cars and boats – in just a few minutes, leaving behind an impressive new finish. To make sure you get your hands on the best pressure washer for your project, experts at the Good Housekeeping Institute test all kinds of pressure washers
on a wide range of surfaces, from patio splaes to windows and cars to see ease of use, safety and efficiency. We considered tested brands, expert advice and thousands of online reviews to do the following What you need You know about the high-pressure washer You can't just pick up any pressure washer off the shelf: these machines (especially gas
pressure washers) are incredibly strong. It makes them so effective, but it also means that the risk of injuries and surface damage is higher if you don't know what you're doing. You really have to respect the power of these machines, DiClerico says. Here's what to keep in mind:Electricity vs. Gas: When shopping, this is the first and most important decision,
DiClerico says. All pressure washers work in the same way – the engine gives water through a concentrated nozzle, he explains. Where things differ is how the engine gets power: with electricity or gasoline. The electric machine is usually suitable for the majority of homeowners and is able to intervene in car washes, cleaning lawn furniture and point
treatment of surfaces, for example, DiClerico says. They are more affordable (think $300 or less), lighter, quieter and easier to store and maintain. Gas machines, on the other hand, are most commonly used by professionals because they are much more efficient, DiClerico says. They blow up almost any dirt and debris - use them for decks and sidewalks,
for example - but they are much more expensive (think $300 or more), and they are bigger, heavier, loudly and harder to maintain. PSI: PSI, or pound per square intin, indicates the water pressure supplied by the machine, says Adrienne Hunt, assistant trader at Home Depot. High-pressure washers with high PSI clean deep stains more efficiently than
machines with lower PSI. Electric high-pressure washers typically range from 1,600 PSI to 2,300 PSIGas between PSIGas and PSI 2,700 to PSI 4,400. GPM: While PSI is important, you can't trust it alone. PSI and GPM, or gallons per minute together, are very important, says Rachel Rothman, senior technician and engineering director at the Good
Housekeeping Institute. One without the other does not lead to the right combination. GPM measures the amount of water supplied by a high-pressure washer , which is an indication of how quickly your machine is cleaned. Higher GPM pressure washers clean faster than lower GPM, Hunt says. Safety: When using high-pressure cleaners, especially more
efficient gas models, you can easily cause bodily harm and surface damage, such as fragments if you're not careful, says Rothman. Always wear closed safety shoes and goggles when using a high-pressure washer. And if your machine has replaceable nozzles, first use the least efficient nozzle – you can always proceed to a stronger nozzle if necessary –
and place yourself about a metre away from the cleaner. If in doubt, first test the discreet area. Ad - Keep reading less than 1 best electric pressure washer 2,300 PSI Our electric pressure washer Our best pick wins praise almost Who gets his hands on it. Home Depot's bestseller has a really impressive PSI (2,300!) for an electric machine, making it a great
choice for private users who want to be able to grab a wide range of projects. The machine also has a bonus turbo nozzle that claims to deliver up to 5% more cleaning power for harder work, such as oil-stained driveways or severely mouldy fencers. 2 Best gas pressure washer MegaShot MSH3125 Simpson amazon.com 398.00 Although the most
expensive on the list is about $30, the price is justified by the power. The model with five quick connector spray tips, PSI 3 200 and GPM 2.5, is more closely aligned with the professional class device. It's more than the average homeowner needs, but it's a great choice for any DIYer who prefers performance and strength above all else. 3 Best Value Pressure
Washer GPW1501 Electric high-pressure washer Greenworks amazon.com Budget friendly, easy rope (it weighs only 17 kilos!) choose for homeowners with a set of small jobs on their to-do list. With 1,500 PSI, you'll have enough power to handle easier or more sensitive projects like car cleaning, lawn furniture or children's outdoor toys, but don't expect to
blow up hard stains like oil from a heavily soiled surface in no time. 4 Most popular high-pressure washer Amazon SPX3000 2030 Max Sun Joe amazon.com $199.99 for $149.00 (25% off) If you're looking for an affordable unit that can get the job done, Sun Joe electric pressure washer is a big value choice. Prestigious (13,000 Amazon reviews and counts!),
delivers 2,030 PSI, and has two detergent containers with separate cleaning solvents. The five quick-connection spray tips enable versatility in carrying out cleaning tasks from terraces and seits to cars and boats. 5 Best Light Pressure Washer 1,600 PSI 1.2 GPM Electric High Pressure Washer RYOBI homedepot.com $119.00 Consider this machine a
smaller, easy-to-use version of our most popular choice. Compact, lightweight weighs just over 16 pounds, but still provides enough power for most household tasks. In addition, it has three nozzles, including a turbo option for 50% faster cleaning. It's a great option for anyone who thinks portability can be thoughtful as it's easy enough to obey to a boat dock
or campsite. 6 Smallest pressure washer WPX2700 Gas-powered high-pressure washer Westinghouse amazon.com $257.74 Gas-powered high-pressure washers are usually anything but light and compact, but this unit appeals to anyone who wants the power of a gas machine and craving electric machine portability. Although it still weighs a whopping 63
kilograms, it has a sleeker, more vertical design that other models that make manoeing and storage a little easier. 7 Best Pressure Washer for Home Use K4 Electric Pressure Washer Karcher found this model a little space-consuming, has star cleaning power. It has two jet tubes - one with varying adaptive pressure and a patio head brush that does a quick
job of cleaning large patio and deck areas. Despite the size, the machine has a set of handy features that make storage easier, including a retractable handle.  This content is created and maintained by a third party and will be imported to this page so that users can provide their email address. You may find more information about this and similar content
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